
LATIN INQUIRY

By T. w. MELLUISH

TATIN is a wedding-garment no longer de rigueur for those enter-
Ling Oxford and Cambridge Universities. Utility English jeans will
in future be permissible wear. Whether this will herald a uniform
change throughout the schools of the country it is early yet to say. The
Crowther Committee was sure that Latin was taught in many cases
merely as an insurance against possible debarment from the older uni-
versities. Whatever the truth of that, Latin will stand or continue to stand
in the future by its own merits. Like Justice in the early part of the
Republic, stripped of its adventitious rewards it may now lend itself to an
impartial reappraisal. This seems to be the occasion for another stock-
taking. Hard as it is to love gadflies, we perhaps should be grateful to
those who stung us into these agonies of self-examination, so essential a
condition of the good life. Stirrings indeed there have been. An
impartial observer might comment that if Latin is a dead language, like
Virgil's ox it appears to be the centre of a good deal of activity.

The Classical Association therefore decided to test the feelings of its
I

members with a questionnaire. This was the underlying thought. Ever
since Latin, instead of having the time-table as a royal residence, was
obliged by reduced circumstances to move into one or two rooms, such
curtailments of the Latin syllabus as there had been had all resolved
themselves into progressive abbreviations of the original schedule. Had
the time now come to take stock of the entire situation and plan accor-
dingly? Was some qualitative change now called for in contrast with the
inch-by-inch surrender that had resulted from past encroachments Oil

the Latinist's.time? It was clear that if some such change were desired
t he Examining Boards should be informed, so that the examinat ion
ayllabuscs could be attuned to the new pattern. Some questions Wt·1 (

t hcrcforc devised as a stimulus to discussion, to cover all aspects 01 po
sihlc reform, and to allow for the expression of any widely fclt sent unt lit
Now if the public image of the classical master bore any rt'ialiull III
rc.rllty, this questionnaire would scarcely have caused the tiniest Iwhhlc'
IIPP'" 011 the surface of the Dead Sea of Classical Pedagogy. Aillil tor
puhlh- i1lllllio,nal There is probably more active discuesiou of It lit "11Ij(
IIwlhoci ill (,lnlltlic:I than in any other subject of the cnrrk-ulutu. W. II
III h-lldl'd lIH'cllll~1I were held ,,11over t he COLIntry. tl1II1Il'fClI1I4 1II1t1Ie ""!hV
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postal replies wei C1 i cceived, and the upshot may truly be said to be
representative- 01 tht liveliest classical opinion in the country.

The first 11III"lt 1011 WIIS an artless introduction, asking if it was believed
that the COIIIH'· 11.111 sorne value even for those who would drop it at
Ordinary level, 'I'hc result was a thunderous and all-but-unanimous
affirmative. Alld if eririca should inquire whether the question were not
both nonne? aml 'phoney', this at least might be said, that had the Crow-
ther Committee hccn a little more interested in obtaining the opinions of
classical teachers ubout their subject, it might have paused before passing
some of its more cynicnl observations on the reason why Latin is taught.
In the second plnce it ill quite obvious that many Latin teachers regard
themselves as dedicated persons: rightly or wrongly they believe that
they are the only OllCS left in the educational field who are carrying out
the inescapably necessary task of teaching the young some of the more
important and fundamental concepts of language. The question there-
fore was by no means superfluous. The teacher who does not believe in
the Latin he teaches, and the man who bites the dog, may make a better
newspaper story, but as guides to the truth they are fallible.

A comparable unanimity smiled on Questions 2 and 3, as a result of
which we are entitled to believe that in the main teachers agree that the
Latin of the future will depend more and more on its own merits to
commend itself to the architects of our time-tables than on any external
support, and that if any modifications were required to make the course
up to Ordinary Level a complete entity in itself, the Examining Boards
should be asked to accept such modifications, True, many pointed out
that Latin would remain necessary for an Arts course, many maintained
that the altered regulations would in no way affect their own or their
pupils' attitude to Latin, and there was some suspicion that 'modifica-
tion' meant 'simplification'; nevertheless the reply to these two questions
was all but unanimous. Rather surprisingly perhaps, the dichotomy
between the mediocre performer in Latin and the future classical
scholar seemed to some to be obvious and predetermined from the wry
outset. So certain did some appear about this that Nature might huvc
provided the future Greats scholar with some peculiar pigrncntnt ion til
murk him out from birth. To others not unfamiliar with the hrowning
011 of enthusiasm in the middle years and the shameless shanghai illg III
(lollllltial classical scholars to the chemistry laboratory such pi t'dl~!lti11.1111111
\I III seem incredible. Still-autres ecoles, autres mourt.

At lids point the posers of these questions, feeli1)~that IIII·Y IIli~dll III
1111 tllUld with a fail' measure of general agreement, took IW;ll't til 1:(11 1I0\\'1I

til 11111"" tucka. Should the exnminntion at 10' level ill tIll" lutru 1111
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condition the teaching in the classroom that more emphais was laid on
translation from Latin into English, less on English into Latin, or even
none at all on English into Latin? Doubtless behind these questions lay the
feeling that Composition was the luxury of the richer years, t~at it was an
exercise that continental countries felt they could drop Without great
loss, and that it was rather the pursuit of the potential scholar than of the
generality, a skill perhaps to be acquired in later years. But although
opinion was ready to go some way with these questions, and alth?ugh con-
tinuous prose composition was felt to be a task of supererogation where
sentences were also set, there was an emphatic and almost unanimous
refusal to abandon English into Latin altogether. It would seem that most
teachers feel they must test knowledge of syntax by requiring the pupil to
imitate in Latin the construction he has learnt. Only so can they be
sure it has been understood. Moreover they insist that a correct grip on
the grammar of what has been read is essential to its proper under-
standing. Others add that to cut out the written as well as the spoken ",:o.rd
in Latin is to make of Latin a dead language indeed, and the familiar
question 'What is the use of it?' might in these circumstance.s acquire a
new and sinister significance. Yet there was no sympathy With the tor-
tuous subtleties of the multiple-construction sentence, whose coils wind
themselves round the helpless candidate like the serpents round Lao-
coon's sons. 'Straightforward sentences', was the universal demand, :each
demanding but one construction. More of them if need be, as long as
they are kept simple.' . .

That there is some dissatisfaction with the existing state of affairs IS

evident from the next question, asking if a wider reading of consider-
able portions of authors is desirable and practicable. The fact is that
whatever the time that is being spent on composition, the standard of
translation from simple Latin to English at Ordinary level is pitifully
inadequate. Itmay be that the aim up to this stage is to give pupil~ such
proficiency in.translating Latin at sight that they should be able wl~ho\lt
mental convulsions to make something of the few phrases of lapidary
Latin that a man is likely to meet in the course of a not particularly
ncndcmic life. Yet the scripts of candidates struggling with the simpl,
Latin of the Ordinary level Unseen suggest that few are likely to I,,'
cnpnblc of even that. Does our course, therefore, contain insufllcir-n;
J .utin] ])0 our pupils get enough practice in translating the lun~II.lg(·?
IR the subject-matter of what they do read, or the rate at which 11)('y!t·nelil.
fill repellent to them that they would never dream of revisit in~ till' 1"11 t

IOIY t"t'(lII~h which at ()I)C time wild horses could scarecly dril~! Ihillt?
( 'IIt''IIII, HIlwrkuow, it:l(HHlrt~tcfllll0 y()ltll~ Indies, Must t ln- IWlltlllI! lit 1111II
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reading be set so narrowly? It may be that for purposes of instruction
the non-classical author that your class likes is better than the classical
author that the class does not like. However, the contrast in this
question between' desirable' and' practicable' was seized on almost every-
where. For so many teachers, teaching with one eye on the calendar and
the other on the unfinished portion of the syllabus, the relentless tick
of the clock haunts the lesson like the tap of the deathwatch beetle.

Dp to this point a large area of material agreement had been evinced,
with marginal fringes of individual opinion. Set books, however, are an
apple of discord to ensure schism in any gathering of teachers, Perhaps
the question asto whether the intensive study of set books at this stage was
appropriate was slightly coloured. At any rate set books have their sup-
porters as well as their detractors, and it is difficult not to sympathize
with the contentions of either side, Division largely runs between those
who believe their first task to be that of teaching Latin as a language,
and on the other hand those who feel that the learning of that language is
not in itself justifiable unless it is employed in reading some small por-
tion of the best Latin literature. The former point to the lavish expen-
diture of time in revising set books, and in some bad cases even learning
translations off by heart; the latter refer to the evil of reading only
'snippets' of Latin, and point to the sense of solid achievement, often
genuinely felt by those who have really mastered some few hundred
lines, say, of Virgil, and sometimes considered to be sadly lacking in
those Modern Language courses which concern themselves less with the
quality of literature studied before '0' level. Within the camp of the
set book supporters there was quite a strong demand for the type of
anthology that gave a representative sample from the works of a number
of better-known writers, rather than a single excerpt from the work of
one author. This is clearly dictated by a desire that pupils who may not
pursue the subject any further shall at least before they finish have had
a glimpse of a mountain range rather than a solitary peak, Perhaps
it would be best to allow for a difference of opinion in this matter, and
from a four-section paper allow a choice of two set books, verse and prose
u nseens, or a combination of both. There were some pleas for a reduction
in the length of set books, and for experiment in testing comprehension
hy other means than translation.

Should the Ordinary level examination test a knowledge of the Greek
world, Roman History, Roman Civilization, the Classical element in tho
IIIOc1(lt'n world, or Roman Britain? If our pupils arc going to lenve ;11
Otditlary level without any tincture of the ancient world, ill thill to 1>1'
111111111 lILt- dour (If the Latin teacher :11'1 II bctruyul of I~ sacred 11111'11? '1'0
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some teachers, husbanding jealously every minute of their four-year
course of four periods a week, the suggestion may seem an impertinence.
Yet few ~ould have it thought that such themes never come within their
purview, even if not examined. They prefer to treat of background sub-
jects as occasion arises, as their enthusiasms direct, to the measure that
their circumstances allow. There is no clamant demand, therefore, for
these topics to be tested, although there is agreement that those Examin-
ing Boards which do so examine perform their task efficiently and well.
One gathers that there is a solid hump of resistance, doggedly reiterating
'First things first: Latin is a language, and ours is primarily a linguistic
task'. Perhaps there is more than verbal niggling in the purist's objection
that this background knowledge, eminently desirable though it may be,
cannot be described as 'Latin'. Such 'Latin' may indeed be taught by a
Latinless teacher-a dangerous path to set foot on. On the other hand, it
may be just as well that something is left for the teacher to teach, free
from the relentless scrutiny of the examiner's microscope.

Asked whether the modified syllabus could be made to suit both the
future specialist and those who would be giving up Latin at '0' level,
some teachers may have been reminded of Carlyle who, on being told
of Harriet Martineau's remark, 'I accept the universe', was said to have
observed, 'Egad! She'd better!' For realism in the smaller grammar
school leaves .little room for daydreams about fast-moving sets. of poten-
tial university scholarship winners. Some schools could afford to con-
sider candidates for whom alternative questions, more difficult unseens,
and the likewould be suitable, but they were a-minority. It was frequently
pointed out that a large and important tertium quid in our consideration
of Latin scholars consisted of those who-took Latin to 'A' level not as their
main interest but as a supporting subject to a group of modern studies.
Years ago these were given a subsidiary paper which catered specifically
for their needs, until the reformers came along with a new examination
which did not. Not every innovation is an improvement.

Nearly 'a score of years ago the present writer remarked that two
sepulchral voices, as if of malignant fairies, haunt the Latin cradle. One
whispered, 'It is two to one that you will never get to the end of this
course'; and the other chimed in antiphonally, 'And it is two to one that
if you do, you will get no Credit for it.' The situation has hardly
changed at all in the last two decades; and the complaint is still bitter that
although pupils in Latin are at the outset passed through a fine hail
sieve, they fare even worse than wholly unselected candidates in COlli

purnblo suhjects-often an nltornative option in the school Syllllhllil.
A Ithuugh it ill difficult to tiel' how tile paRa atnndnrd could be lowei ed I ;11lei
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most teachers revolt against the thought of lowering standards, it seems
wrong that when there is more freedom of choice in subjects Latin should
be at this permanent disadvantage. The examiners' retort, 'You should
see the papers of the border-line cases!', seems irrefragable. And we
regretfully suppose that it is not for us to suggest that the standard of
the pass in other comparable languages should be raised to that of Latin.

Yet one conclusion there is. You cannot teach Latin on a shoe-string.
Too many schools in too many parts of the country are attempting to have
Latin on the cheap, with an inadequate time-allowance. The Head who
expects Latin to be taught in two double portions of two periods, because
this squares up neatly with the alternative of Domestic Science orWood-
work, is a Head that wants seeing to. The future of Latin, in fact, is by
no means unhealthy in this country. In spite of uninformed opinion and
the dicta of interested parties more Latin is being studied today than
ever before. Given the prospect that with reasonable application, on
a satisfactory time-allowance, even the 'B' boy may not despair of a pass,
the skies would be fairer still.


